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Something is messing up the balance of life, and 
all of us are suffering.

Breathing city air is a cigarette death. Smog 
: ,masks for city dwellers are only ten years away 

say the scientists.
Tokyo, 1970: vending machines arc selling 
whiffs of oxygen instead of candy bars.
Los Angeles, 1970: schools arc closed on , 
had smog days

The .rivers we drink are sewers.
Ohio, 1969: the Cuyahoga River, a liquid 
that oozes through industrial Ohio," bursts 
into flame

The noise never ends: it drives people crazy, it 
can injure babies before they are born.

Everywhere suburbs sprawl oyer the graves of 
trees. ;

Spray-planes drift over country fields, dusting 
the plowed earth. The sprays kill.beetles by the • 
paillions and farm-workers by the hundreds; they 
kill every one of us just a little bit every time we 
eat or drink.

Drabness, discomfort, sickness - it’s-no way 
to live.

But why — anrd how — and who?

plaReprinted from "The 
Earth belongs to the 
People, Ecology and 
Power."
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"POPULATION EXPLOSION!” Newspapers . 
warn that we’ll be jammed together like chick
ens in a coop within a century. University . 
professors claim that' a tremendous number of us . 
will starve to death before that cah happen. 

Everyone agrees that people themselves are the 
• problem. Too many people cause overcrowding; 

too many people cause hunger.
Blaming people for these troubles sounds per

fectly reasonable, but that doesn’t automatically 
make it true. If. we, pick apart the ‘-‘population '

1 explosion” idea, it’s clear that people are/really 
talking about two somewhat different things: 
the growing population of the plinet, and why 
people are- starving. We have to tackle these one 
at a time to see if the world’s “.population prob
lem” is really a^people problem.

Perhaps vye are really the victims.
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IPresident Nixon, Life Magazine, the Nevy York 
, Times, NBC, Standard Oil, all tell us the same 

are too many people in America,
root

thing: there
and in the world. Overpopulation is the 
cause of pollution. Overpopulation is the reason 
people around the world are starving. There are , 
too many people and not enough food. Too 
many people wanting too many things. Too 
many people making too much of a mess.

Pollution, they tell us, is merely the by
product of a much greater threat, one that could 
plunge mankind into chaos. They call this the 
Population Explosion.

Are they right?
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sti. I keep it floored for a minute, I’ll be up to 500 The answer is simple but decisive: technology.
Right now, the world s population is growing ^ hour,„ Yqu know weH that the Technology means that although there’s only so

at a rate that would cause it to double every 37 ^ reaches a top speed and won’t go any faster, much farmland and water and living-space in the
yearSi rp, . . , .j „ c i -• r- world, we can find better ways to use thesePlay around with this figure and you find that The same thing holds true for population. Cer- ^ Metal plows.grow more food than wood-
a few centuries of growth at that pace would tam ™tural î°rces prevent endless population hoe_sticks especially after they’ve been at- 
pack the earth with people. Sometimes news- growth- Just as a car Wl11 only g° 50 fast because t h d to tractors ' \
papers or magazines carry incredible articles its engine can suck in only so much air and fuel ^ ^ ^ ^ important pointi overlooked 
which do this, and they end up by predicting a and won t turn over any foster. People -need ^ h akrmists who fear that more Deople '

food, water and space in order to live; as these 7 , . . , r ,
mi i on the planet automatically means less food peiget scarce, population growth slows down. r" . . / . . ,

° _ r ° , .f .. person. These people make the same mistakeBut a car may stop accelerating, even it it r . r ,r_, , ,
The world’s population is growing like never hasn>t hit d> because the driver decides that the Reverend Thomas Malthus made two

before. But that doesn’t mean that the world nQt tQ faster. ihe same way people too Çentunes aS°- Malthus and hlS 20thL to1:
will become so crowded we can hardly move. tQ have smajler families and slow lower® never take into account the effects of
Several powerful forces have always limited the down Qr the rate Qf population increase. new forms ot technology; people keep finding
number of people that live on the earth, and p , put Qff getting married for many wa7s to gec more and more from the unexpand-
they will stop population growth long before we years Qr practice- various methods of natural able resources of Nature. Technology expands 
find ourselves sleeping five to a bed. birth control. In modern societies contraceptive t limits of popuatton.

This is easy to demonstrate. Imagine that devices and medical abortions give people even imp()ert ,en“°thU fcWmld populItionhaVnot con- 
you re in an automobile cruising along at about more aBlllty t0 ]lm,t populatlon growth. All ot incrcased sincc the dawn of humanity.
20 miles an hour, and suddenly you press the these are social forces. , , a
pedal to the floor. In a few seconds you’re doing' But then, why is the number of people in the .1 35 mcrease in * a8es- cnevei a sign 
60 mph. Now, at this point you wouldn’t think, world still increasing? People have been around imPr(j,vcmcnt ln no ogy came a g 
"If m five seconds I've gone from 20 to 60, then fo, ovcr a yLs; why haven', we hit our ^ m°re fr°m the f‘Xed reSOUrC" °* *=

I'll be do ng 100 in another five seconds. And if limit yet?
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sardine-package death for humanity !

Don’t believe it. We won’t run out of room. n
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world, population went through a growth cycle: <


